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Reduce MS incidence thanks to the positive synergy of 

Tonifarm Poultry P and Tonifarm CC 

Mycoplasma Synoviae is a bacteria being involved in eggs apex anoma-

lies, leading to « Brittle eggs syndrome ». 

Testimony of a breeder using phytotherapy 

« Since 2009, during IB passages, I sucessfully use the Toni-

farm Poultry CI during 5 running days from first symptoms 

appearance. With the Tonifarm CI, it is action—reaction! » 

Breeder, phytotherapy 

user for 2 henhouses of 

almost 93 000 layers. 

PROTOCOL RESULTS 

Production scoreboard : 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the week 37 to the week 74, the rate of downgraded eggs increased from 3,49% to 

4.39% ( tus ans increase of only 0.90 point). 

Week 37 : Appearance of MYCOPLASMA(MS) symptoms.  

Week 48: TONIFARM CC administration.  

Characteristics : 

MS contamination leads to an eggshell fragility 

(until 2 cm around the apex) observed through 

soft-shelled eggs, translucent eggshells, with fis-

sures and cracks. 

MS pathogenic properties can be multiplied if 

associated with other viruses or bacteriae. 

Consequences : 

 Eggshell fragility. 

 Increase of downgraded eggs number. 

 Increase of staff costs and working time 

(eggs selecting, equipments cleaning). 

 Treatment costs. 

« In 2010-2011, observing than one flock made no progress, upon the technician advices, I used 

for the first time the Tonifarm P (2 days a week) whose purpose is to improve  layers natural de-

fenses in order they optimize there genetic potential (june 2010). I started with a flock at the 

week 28 and following favorable observations, I have continued on the 2nd flocks from the week  

34. Since then, I systematically start Tonifarm P from pullets arrival, it is my 4th consecutive 

herd and I am very satisfied. » 

« Since I use the Tonifarm P, I reduce the Tonifarm CI consumption by 30% (because layers are 

more resistant) but  in 2011 we were confronted from the week 37 to a Mycoplasma MS infec-

tion, that we managed thanks to the association Tonifarm P+ Tonifarm CC. » 

PROTOCOL AGAINST MYCOPLASMA SYNOVIAE  

Tonifarm CC purpose is to increase calcium assimilation and to reinforce eggshell quality. 

The combination of both, Tonifarm P and Tonifarm CC allowed to 

stabilize the downgraded eggs percentage at a low rate (-of 4,5%). 

Breeder’s observations : 
 

« I think that Tonifarm P given 2 days a week from the flock’s starting, make layers much more 

resistant. When apex symptoms appear, we can manage this pahology by administering Tonifarm 

CC 2 or 3 days a week. During those 5 last years, I didn’t use any antibiotherapy, neither for IB 

symptoms, nor for MS symptoms, and with more than  97% of layers still present at the end of 

flocks.» 
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